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Gender

gender

It’s OK not to know about

Igi Moon, Michelle Ross
and Aedan Wolton explore
what gender means for them
and why therapists should feel
able to admit to not knowing

SHUTTERSTOCK / ANTALOGIYA

T

ake a few moments now to think about your
gender. What comes to mind? What images do
you see? Now look back to when you were five
years old, 10 years old, 15 years old – how do you
remember your gendered self? What do you feel about
that child and how they expressed their gender, how it
determined what clothes they wore and what friends
they had? How might it have shaped their future?
Gender is present all the time. As soon as we meet
a client, gender seems obvious: ‘I am a woman or man
(as therapist), and you are a man or woman (as client).’
However, what does this really mean? When and where
do we explore these meanings in a safe, experiential
space where we can ask questions about why we have
constructed this as a binary? How helpful is it to say our
gender is tied to being male or female? What happens
when we say we feel like a man or a woman? What does
this mean for our practice as therapists? What do we do
when faced with someone who says they are non-binary?
What about names and pronouns, and how these act as
social markers of our identity? How would it feel if you
were to change your pronouns for the rest of today?
We are asking these questions and more in this article
because we think therapists need to know that it’s OK
not to know about gender.
Before we work with clients, we sometimes need to
be able to explore our own gender in a space that is free
from judgment, where there is respect for each other
and we can explore our gender-child, what this means
and how meanings have impacted on our life trajectory.
What follows are selections of what we shared when the
three of us got together to explore what gender means
for each of us.

All three of us work with trans and non-binary clients,
as well as ‘cis’ clients (people who are assigned as either
male or female and whose sex aligns with their gender as
a man or woman, respectively). We also all work for cliniQ,
in Soho, central London, where trans and non-binary
clients, their partners and anyone wishing to explore
their gender can come for health and wellbeing services
(therapy, yoga, hypnotherapy, casework and advice),
and trust that it will provide a safe space. The clinic was
set up because some trans and non-binary people want
to explore gender with therapists who understand the
variance in gender. As one client stated: ‘I had never met
a trans person who is a therapist until I came to cliniQ.
All my experience seeing counsellors was with cis people.
It’s not been awful but they just didn’t get it.’
This is not to say that therapists who are cis gendered
cannot work with trans and non-binary people. At cliniQ,
cis therapists are part of the team, but they need to have
experience of trans and non-binary that goes beyond
training alone. They need to have explored what their
gender means and be able to understand variance, to be
unafraid to explore gender, and to offer an openness to
language and meaning in the sessions. Clients may be
initially surprised to find that their therapist is cis gender,
and then also surprised to find that it doesn’t matter, and
that the therapy relationship worked out very well.
This article is not only about our personal explorations
of gender; it also asks you, the reader and therapist, to
contemplate how society has shaped your gender, even
though you may not realise it. It asks you to think about
how you arrived at the understanding you have today

‘How helpful is it to say our gender
is tied to being male or female? What
happens when we say we feel like a
man or a woman? What does this
mean for our practice as therapists?’
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‘Does an authentic “me” have a
gender? The idea of gender runs
deep in our social conditioning... if
gender is a construct, how do we
deconstruct a gender construct?’
about your gender. We are asking readers to take
time out to think about their own body – to feel its
gender. We are each telling a story that is revealing,
and, in different ways, was quite scary for each of us
at the time of its forming. We wonder what thinking
and feeling your gender will mean for each of you.

Where is your gender?

Michelle is a founder of cliniQ, an experienced
therapist and counsellor, and cliniQ’s Director
of Holistic Wellbeing Services.
Surely gender is a given? Gender seems
so static, fixed and assumed. Exploring
with students where their sense of gender
is, opening up discussions about their felt
sense of gender, I have found it sometimes
Michelle, Aedan and Igi will
starts out being a little difficult for some,
be running their first ‘Gender
especially for people who have never
here, gender there, gender
really thought about gender. And yet for
everywhere’ CPD workshop
others it can also be a revelation, and a
on 2 June in London. To
time, finally, to say ‘Let’s talk’ – we can at
find out more, call 0208 392
last talk about alternatives to our given
3232 or email enquiries@
gender, to fixed assumptions about self,
roehampton.ac.uk
one’s own gender and others’ gender. It
frees people to explore questions such
cliniQ offers services at two
as ‘Is gender a static?’ and ‘Where is
venues in central London:
my gender?’
in the Kings Cross area and
When I ask students, ‘Where is your
at 56 Dean Street, Soho,
gender for you?’, they often think I am
where you can drop in on
asking, ‘What is your gender?’ I am
Wednesdays between 5pm
more interested in knowing where people
and 7pm.
place or feel their sense of gender. There
are usually many different responses.
I know, as a very young child, I didn’t have a sense of
gender or of belonging to one gender or another. I would
often ask what it felt like to be a boy, and people would think
my question unusual for someone who was perceived by
others to be a boy. They saw me as a boy, so surely I knew
what it was like to be a boy? I didn’t.
Although I had more of a connection with girls, I never
asked what it was like to be a girl – I felt I already knew.
However, even that wasn’t where I felt I fully connected.

WORKSHOPS
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My family owned a string of shops, and my father would
say out loud, ‘There’s a he/she customer in the shop’, and
we’d all come out to look. I felt something like a connection
with the people my father called ‘he/she’. It never was and
is not now an acceptable term.
Due to my not mixing with peers at school from a very
young age, when I was eight years old I had sessions with
a child psychologist for about a year. It didn’t make any
difference. I never felt a sense of belonging and was very
much isolated. It wasn’t until I was 12, when I saw April
Ashley, a trans woman, on television that something made
sense. At 13, I grew my hair long. Much bullying followed.
I wore mascara, which prompted even more bullying from
fellow students and teachers. By 19, I had started taking
hormones. It was to become a complex journey from
there on. As a young, queer, feminine person, I soon
learnt I didn’t have, or wasn’t afforded, male power
and privilege. Instead, I was mocked and dismissed.
I am interested in what gender means for each
individual, without the externalised conditions. Who
is the internal ‘me’? What is my sense of self? By focusing
on this, we often uncover the conditions that have been
internalised and are then able to see and make the
choices to become the authentic ‘me’.
Does an authentic ‘me’ have a gender? The idea of gender
runs deep in our social conditioning, and if gender is a
construct, how do we deconstruct a gender construct?
The ‘he/she’ people who came to my father’s shops
were to become good friends of mine.
For a very long time I have had a good sense of me
rather than a sense of gender. I have a sense of belonging.
I have a sense of my own validation.

Fitting the script

Aedan’s professional background is social work, with
a more recent focus on psychology. He is a visiting
lecturer at the University of Roehampton, as well as
co-Director of cliniQ.
Having taught trans/non-binary issues in a range of NHS
and higher-education settings, I’m often able to ask people
some of these questions about gender for the first time. It’s
been a real privilege, as I’m able to be a part of people’s
initial reflective process. Generally speaking, the responses
have been really positive and I’ve found students to be
extremely grateful when they’re encouraged to explore
these otherwise taken-for-granted issues.
My process of developing a formative awareness of my
own gender is often quite similar to that of the students, in
that it wasn’t something I was particularly conscious of until
I started school. At this point, almost every action becomes
a gendered one. Who do you sit next to? Which games are
you expected to play? Which bathroom do you go to?
A number of students have fed back to me that these
early experiences involved an awareness that they ‘did’
gender in ways that didn’t fit with other people’s scripts.
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They were boys who were ‘too sensitive’, or girls who were
‘too boisterous’. You cannot understate the importance of
the meanings we make from these early lessons in gender
and the ways in which gendered expectations have either
limited or freed us in some way.
When I started school, I learned that my body was
understood by other people to be ‘female’. This was quite
a shock for five-year-old me, who had, until that point,
assumed I was just like my older brother. A lot of my early
understanding of gender involved learning the ways in
which other people thought I was ‘doing girl wrong’. From
the discussions I’ve had with students, this seems to be
a common experience, even for those who don’t place
themselves on a queer or trans continuum.

How does gender feel?

Igi has been teaching gender for several years as part
of diversity training on master’s and doctoral-level
therapy courses at Roehampton University. They also
conduct research in gender, sexuality and emotion.
Recently, I ran two three-hour lectures about gender.
Rather than handing out PowerPoint slides and pages of
information, I wanted to find out what gender meant and
how it felt for my students by offering experiential sessions.
I asked students what their gender meant for them and the
impact of their gender on self and others. How did they
know they were the gender they presented, and how did
they experience gender when they were younger? I asked
them to spend some time sharing with one or two others
in the class what these questions brought up for them.
At first, there was a long silence when I asked if anyone
was willing to share what they had discussed. Then, one
by one, people offered up their thoughts and feelings.
One person described their childhood experience of
their gender as painful and difficult. He had been bullied
for playing with the girls and felt as though none of
the teachers wanted to step in and stop the policing of
‘doing’ boy that the ‘real’ boys in the class were doing.
His authenticity was prevented from emerging or being
explored because it wasn’t what ‘real’ boys should be like.
What if his way of doing boy had been allowed to surface
and had been welcomed by other boys? Imagine the very
different impact this might have had on his life. Might
the other boys have allowed a sensitivity into their own
personal understanding of ‘boyness’ that perhaps they
were working hard to keep at bay?
Another person said she felt as though her gender
was shaped by culture. She had lived in another culture
when she was younger, where doing girl was freeing and
exploratory, and she said she had been shocked when she
came to the UK and found young girls were expected to
domesticate their expectations. She found it horrifying
that children were almost universally colour-coded by
pink and blue – something almost everyone in the class
felt and acknowledged as a form of oppression.

Perhaps the most profound example was the student
who felt extremely saddened by the way her son was being
forced to hide his sensitivity, his need for gentleness and
his enjoyment of exploring the world around him. While
she wanted to guide him and help him discover who he was
and gently let him find out what the world was like, she also
realised that he was likely to be bullied and tormented for
not being ‘boy enough’. She wanted to know how she could
protect him and at the same time help him become who he
wanted to be in the world. And perhaps this was the main
task of the group: to ask ourselves if we can gently explore
what we mean by the gender we are, and the gender we
have been told we are supposed to ‘be’. What does it
mean to be afraid to say we want to explore the world
in a particular way, and how does it feel to have people
stop us from living our life because we don’t ‘do’ boy
or girl in the way society expects?
As adults we may never have the space to explore our
gender and what it means. We are running a series of
groups at Roehampton University that offer that space.
They will be full days, where people can spend time
thinking, talking about and feeling their gender; where
it is safe to ask all and any questions, and where our
gender-child can risk feeling silly and enjoy finding
out who we are, where we have been on our gendered
journey so far and, maybe, where we want to go next.
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Michelle Ross, Igi Moon and Aedan Wolton (from left to right)
Michelle is co-founder of cliniQ CIC and its Director of Holistic
Wellbeing Services. She leads on cliniQ’s training and on the
development of the counselling and therapeutic services
programme. Michelle is a BACP-accredited psychotherapist and
has worked in sexual health, HIV and holistic wellbeing services
since 1988. She campaigns for trans and non-binary people’s
inclusion in health services.
Igi is a Chartered Psychologist and Fellow of the British Psychological
Society. Their work focuses on psychotherapy, gender, sexuality and
emotion and they are presently working on developing a transtherapeutic approach to working with trans and non-binary people
and establishing a therapy clinic at Roehampton University. They have
published two edited books, Counselling Ideologies (Routledge,
2010) and Feeling Queer or Queer Feelings (Routledge, 2007).
Aedan is a Director of cliniQ CIC, with experience in both youth
work and adult sexual health with trans and non-binary people.
Since completing a BA in Social Work at Goldsmiths, University of
London, he has practised as a sexual health advisor at the 56 Dean
Street clinic (part of Chelsea & Westminster Hospital). His clients are
predominantly trans and non-binary people, and other sexual and
gender minorities vulnerable to acquiring HIV.
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